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INTRODUCTI ON

High-explosive simulation tests are the primary method by which hardened

shelters for military systems are tested. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory

(AFL) Civil Engineering Research Division (NTE), conducts or participates in

a number of these tests during the course of a year. Off-site low pressure

airblast measurements are required on almost every high-explosive simulation

test. These microbarograph measurements are made to protect the Government

from invalid damage claims and to add to the general data base for airblast

* generation and propagation effects. For a number of years, these measurements

have been made using the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) SE151 portable

self-contained microbarograph system. For the past few years, AFWL/NTE has

leased three of the SE151 systems so that measurements could be made in-house
on some of the smaller test events, requiring only minimal microbarograph

coverage. On large-scale tests, SNL is generally contracted to provide addi-

tional microbarograph measurements using additional SE151 systems and/or tele-
metered pressure measurements recorded in a central van as well as expert

* airblast prediction and analysis. The purpose of this project was to develop

a digital microbarograph system for use in-house on smaller test events which,

*1 while essentially duplicating the capabilities of the SE151 system, would be

*. more convenient to use.

* * .
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SE151 SYSTEM

The SE151 system consists of a sensor, an amplifier and a recorder. The

- pressure sensor is of the Bourdon tube type in which a twisted tube rotates an

• iron vane in response to ambient pressure changes. The rotational displacement

of the vane is sensed by a set of coils connected in a bridge circuit across

which is applied a 1000-Hz carrier frequency. The phase of the amplified

. 100O-Hz carrier frequency (proportional to bridge unbalance) is detected and,

subsequently, fed to the two-channel strip chart recorder to make recordings

at two different sensitivity levels. The amplifier system is capable of range

switching to record blast waves of 0.1 Pa to 4.8 kPa overpressure.

The two-channel strip chart recorder is of the pressurized ink type

adjusted for a factor of 4 difference in sensitivity between channels. An

event marking pen on the strip chart can be used to record a WWVB standard

* time signal or some other time reference (Refs. 1 and 2). Reference 2 states

.- that the system gives about a 95 percent amplitude response to a square wave

"-" pressure input in about 30 ms, implying that the system response rolls off in

-. the neighborhood of 30 Hz. The low end corner of the frequency response can

be adjusted from approximately 0.008 to 0.003 Hz.

While the SE151 instruments are, in general, reliable and versatile instru-

- ments, having been field-proven over the past decade or so, they do have

* several shortcomings. These are primarily: high power requirements--they

. require a 110-V supply capable of supplying several hundred watts, meaning

that a portable 110-V generator or lead acid fattery system and inverter must

-" be used when commercial power is not available, size and bulk, and strip chart

recording--the pen and ink method of recording frequently fails under adverse

weather conditions 'Ref. 2).

,°.............................*.. *.*...
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THE TERRA TECHNOLOGY DIGITAL RECORDERS

Since 1980, the Site Characterization and Seismology Section (NTESC) of

NTE has used portable three-channel digital recording systems built by Terra

Technology, Inc.*, to record a variety of ground motion inputs. It was felt

that these systems, with some minor modifications, would provide an ideal

means of making low pressure airblast measurements when coupled witn suitable

low pressure transducers.

The Terra Technology DCS3n2 system is a digital cassette recorder which

in standard configuration records three channels of data directly in jigital

format on magnetic tape cassettes. Although designed primarily to re-ord

seismic events as detected by seismometers, geophones or accelerometers, the

recorder is well suited to recording the output from virtually any sensor with

a DC voltage output which does not exceed the + 5-V range. The DCS302 ampli-

fies, filters and converts the sensor outputs to 12-bit digital format.

The DCS302 instruments are available in a variety of configurations and

options. The NTESC currently possesses 13 of the recorders. The AFWL stan-

dard configuration records 3 channels at switch selectable sample rates of 50,

100, and 200 samples/second/channel. Amplifier voltage gains of 1, 5, 25,

100, 500, 2500 or 10000 are available. The amplifier and 5-pole Butterworth

antialias filter are contained on a single printed circuit card. Gains of 1,

5, 25 and 100 are available on the low gain card together with an antialias

filter at 70 Hz. The high gain card contains the gains of 100, 500, 2500 and

10000 together with an antialias filter set at 30 Hz. Response of the ampli-

fiers is flat from the antialias filter frequency down to OC. The recorders

contain an auto gain feature, which, if desired, automatically nownshifts to

the next lower gain when amplifier output exceeds 75 percent of full-scale.

In addition to the standard three-channel recording configuration, three

of the AFWL recorders may be converted to one-channel operation at a sample

rate of 600 Hz. In this mode the antialias filter is set at 200 Hz.

The nCS3n2 contains a high accuracy internal clock which keeps track of

days, hours, minutes and seconds. The complete time from the internal clock

" is written on to the data tape each second. The recorders also have a

" *Reference to specific brand naries is nade for identification only and does
not imply endorsement by the Air Force Ueapons Laboratory.
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provision for writing an externally supplied time mark upon the tape as well

for comparison with the internal clock. Typically, all recorder clocks are

synchronized with the National Bureau of Standards WWV time signal before the

start of work each day. If a particular application demands a high degree of

= time synchronization, a common external time pulse is supplied to each

recorder by means of a cable or, if the separation between recorders is large,

WWV9 radio receivers nay be connected to each recorder.

Recording time on a standard length digital cassette in the three-channel

configuration is 14 min at the 100 Hz per channel sample rate, 7 min for the

200 Hz per channel sampling rate. Recording can be initiated either manually

by means of a front panel mounted switch, remotely by mear: of a 5-V DC pulse

applied to the master slave input of the recorder, or automatically when a

* signal is received using the auto trigger capability. The auto trigger

, feature can be set to iritiate recording when either the short term average
exceeds a specified percentage of full-scale amplifier output, or when the

• ratio of the short term average to the long term average exceeds a specified

*- value. The recording process continues for approximately 17 s after the

manual or remote record signal is turned off or after the auto trigger cri-

teria are no longer satisfied. In the standard configuration, 576 data

samples are continuously saved in a preevent memory allowing a short lengtn o'

.. data recorded prior to the receipt of a turn-on command to be saved on t.pe.

The DCS3O2 is quite a compact unit. Its dimensions are 14 by 8 by 10 in.

.. The weight without batteries installed is about 12 lbs. With the gel cell

• .storage batteries installed, the total weight is in the neighborhood of 25

lbs. Figure I shows a front panel view of the instrument. Figure 2 shows the

recorder in tne field sitting upon the top of its protective case which is

used for shippiny as well as in the fiela for protection from weather extremnes

and inquisitive cattle, if the recorder is to be left unattended for any

length of time.

The recorder requires a +/- 12-V power supply. Current draw in the

standby mode is approximately 30 mA, while the recording mode requires a

current of approximately 160 mA. The internal gel cell batteries 'if fresh

and fully charged) are generally good for 2 to 3 days continuous operation.

An optional 110-V charger/power supply is available for recharging the hat-

" teries as well as providing power for the unit if a 110-V supply is ivailanle.

.', . -. . ... . -- °. **. .. •. -o. . . . -•. . -. .. ." , .• -. .o o- o % . - °- • °-.-• • •° o -
.°- °. . - .". °- i - , -. - - Q, I ..-.. ° . . . . . ..• - . .. . .° ,''' °'- ' 'i' ' ¢ ' ° '' ' " 

"' "
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If the recorder is to be operated at a remote location for an extended period

of time, two 12-V auto batteries will power the unit for several weeks before

recharging is necessary.

Playback of the digital cassettes is accomplished by means of a Terra

Technology SMR 104 playback unit. The unit contains a single channel strip

chart plotter, digital to analog converter and may be ordered with an RS232

serial interface which allows data to be passed to a computer for further

plotting and analysis. The unit is portable and includes self-contanren

rechargeable gel cell batteries. Its dimensions are slightly larger than

those of the DCS3O2 recorder. The SMR 104 allows strip chart records op

*obtained in the field from data tapes. The AFWL SMiR 10d is interfacei wi- a

Hewlett-Packard 9845 minicomputer; however, the unit will interface with any

"" computer possessing an RS232 port capable of accepting 8-bit data words at

960n BAUD. The data are passed to the computer in somewhat scranoled fashion

so that some bit shifting and binary and/or operations are required to

reassemble the data points and header information (Ref. 3).

The DCS302 or its predecessor models have been manufactured by Terra

Technology, Inc., since about 1974. Several other companies now have similar

* units on the market. From time to time, stories are heard concerning relfia-

* biliiy problems with digital event recorders, such as the DCS302 or similar

units. The AFWL set of recorders has, however, proven to be extremely

reliable under adverse field conditions ranging from near OOF operation in

- winter to ambient temperatures near 120OF in southwestern Arizona in the

" summer. The original three AFWL recorders obtained in 1980 nave been in

" almost weekly use since then without experiencing major problems after an ini-

" tial debugging period. Immediately after receipt of the recorders, they are

tested on the Oench and in the field under actual operating conditions.

Typically, one out of three recorders will develop a problem during this

debugging period which requires return to the factory for warranty repair. To

• date, it has not been necessary to return one of the recorders for an out-of-

- warranty repair.

w,'.e
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LOW PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

The selection of suitable low pressure transducers for use with the

.. digital recorders presented something of a problem. Discussions with several

knowledgeable individuals and a literature search revealed that there are no

commercially manufactured low pressure airblast sensors specifically designed

for measurement of pressure waves from fairly large blasts. Reference 4, a US

Bureau of Mines Report, presents a thorough summary of availa!le low pressure

* transducers for potential use in surface mine rlasting. Aitnough numerous

types of sound pressure measurement systems and transducers are lan'tdctured,

almost all are lacking in frequency response below 2 to 5 iiz. The IT SC pro-

cured three types of transducers for testing as to suitaoility for low

pressure airblast measurements. These were Validyne differential pressure

transducers, a Br'e] and Kjaer (B and K) sonic ooom microphone an., ,;artier

system (both of which were discussed in Ref. 4), and Kulite 2 I/in pressure

transducers.

The Kulite 2 lb/in 2 pressure transducers were the first units tested for

suitability for measurements in the 10 Pa to 1000 Pa pressure ranges. These

transducers employ piezoresistive sensing elements.. They require a 15-V DC

excitation voltage and have a full scale (2 lb/in 2 ) output voltage of 50 my.

This yields a very low output voltage range for the pressure range of interest

requiring that either a preamp be used, or that the higher DCS302 gain ranges

be used for a satisfactory recording. The Kulites were tested on one field

test event at the McCormick Ranch test site. Three Kulites were fed into the

three channels of a fCS302 recorder; an SNL SEI51 microbarograph was fielded

.- alongside the Kulite gages. The SEI51 amplifier output was fed into another

OCS302 recorder so that a direct digital comparison of the two signals could

. ne made. The SE151 system recorded a clear signal, a few tens of Pascals in

amplitude from the shot, while no signal at all was apparent on the Kulite

" channels. Whether the Kulite gages simply do not respond at these low

* pressure levels, or whether some other factor was responsible for the lack of

-" a signal on the Kulite channels is not known. Whatever the cause, the deci-

sion was made to perform no further testing on the Kulite transducers.

The B and K sonic woOm microphone is a wide band instrument having a fre-

q luency response extending from 0.n1 to 18 kHz. This unit appears to oe a well

. 71a ade precision instrument and has a suitably high sensitivity in the pressure

,,,. " . . ' ,. • . . . - . . . .
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range of interest. Its principal shortcoming for the desired application is

the 110-V AC required to power its associated electronics package consisting

of a carrier demodulator and amplifier. Since the B and K unit arrived after

the Validyne transducers had already undergone preliminary testing with satis-

factory results, little has been done with the B and K unit other than per-

forming a few bench tests. Further information regarding the B and K unit nay

be found in Ref. 4 and in brochures and a catalog available from the Bruel and

Kjaer Company.

Figure 3 contains a picture of the P305D Validyne transducer as well as

some of its specifications. This transducer is a differential pressure

instrument originally designed to measure differential line pressures of

fluids and gases. The P305D is quite compact in size (dimensions are Shown in

*Fig. 4). Both the transducer and carrier demodulator are included in the same

package. The transducer is of the diaphragm type. The principles of opera-

tion of the P305D are quite similar to that of the SNL SE1SI s stem, except

that the displacement of a diaphragm is sensed instead of the 'otation ot a

vane. Appendix A gives a more thorough explanation of the theory and opera-

tion of variable-reluctance transducers.

Power requirements as well as signal output levels of the P305D are well

suited for use with the OCS302 recording system in remote locations. The

"- excitation power required by the transducer is l1., to 32 V DC unregulated at

a nominal current level of 3.7 mA. Twelve-volt DC power, tapped from the

*internal power supply, is available on the sensor input connector of the

". DCS302. This auxiliary power supply easily meets the 3.7 mA current require-

* ment which represents only a slight additional current drain relative to the

power consumed by the recorder. Full-scale output of the P305D is .. 5 V which

corresponds to the maximum allowable input to the DCS302 amplifiers.

*Frequency response of the P305D is specified by the manufacturer as flat

. within I 1 dB from 0 to 201 Hz.

* b * . . * * * * * . .
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DEVELOPMENT AND TESTIN1G OF THE VALIDYNE-
TERRA TECHNOLOGY RECORDING SYSTEM

Since the Validyne transducers were originally intended for measurement of

differential line pressures of fluids and gases, some modifications are

required to make them suitable for airblast use. To measure ambient over-

pressures, the chamber on the negative side of the diaphragm must be partially

sealed off. The low frequency response limit is determined by the rate of

,- leakage from the negative chamber. If the cavity were completely sealea off,

-* the low frequency limit would be DC. This is not practical, however, since

temperature variations and changes in ambient pressure would cause severe

drift problems and might possibly damage the diaphragm. The low frequency

response limit (-3 dB) is given by the following equation: F = 1/(2 7r); FZ

is the lower limiting frequency, T = the time required for any given pressure

Po to drop to (i/e) Po where e = 2.71828 ... (Ref. 4).

To precisely adjust the leakage rate from the negative transducer chamber,

a precision needle valve was added as suggested by Ref. 4. The valve used was

the model 21RS4 built by the Whitey Company of Highland Heights, Ohio. A pho-

tograph of the valve installed on the transducer is shown in Fig. 5. This

particular model is not entirely satisfactory in that a spring is used in the

adjustment mechanism to protect the needle and seat from being damaged by

overtightening. This spring coupled mechanism, however, makes for somewhat

erratic behavior when very fine adjustments are attempted. A similar valve

with a more direct coupling between the adjustment micrometer and needle mnight

provide easier adjustment of the leakage rate.

A cut and try approach aas used for adjustment of the needle valves on

each of the Validyne transducers to obtain a uniform low frequency cutoff

similar to that of the SNL SE151 systems. The change of height technique was

used to provide the pressure input for determination and adjustment of the

leakage rates for the individual transducers. The change of static pressure

induced by a change of height is given by the following relationship:

4.548 P0
PC (T + 273) h

S..- ..
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where

h = change in height in meters

Pc = change in pressure in pascals

T = temperature in Celsius

Po = atmospheric pressure in millimeters of mercury (this is the abso-

lute ambient pressure, uncorrected to sea level).

The Validyne transducers were mnoved through an altitude change of 1.98 m. The

time constants .iere then determined by measuring the time required for a

pressure innicition of Po to drop to the value Po/e. This process was

repeated a number of times while the needle valves on each transducer were

*adjusted to obtain a uniform low frequency response level which was 0.1 Hz or

less. The final adjustments resulted in computed low frequency limits of

approximately 0.062 Hz, 0.067 Hz and 0.074 Hz for the three Validyne trans-

ducers. Further adjustments could likely lower these values to levels more

nearly approximating the low frequency limits of the SE151 system, especially

if needle valves without the spring loaded adjustment mechanism were

installed.

The Validyne transducers were ordered with a full-scale pressure input

;" level of ± 862 Pa corresponding to an output level of .+ 5 V yielding a sen-

,* sitivity of 0.00580 V/Pa. Shortly after the transducers were received, the

. factory calibration was checked by the Kirtland Air Force Base precision

*. measurement laboratory (PMEL) using a water manometer to determine standard

static applied pressures. The PMEL again checked the transducer calibrations

in November 1984 using the same technique. The calibration sheets are shown

in Tables 1 and 2. For both calibrations, PMEL determined sensitivities are

generally well within 2 percent of the factory calibration as long as the

* full-scale range is not exceeded. Some nonlinear behavior was observed in the

first set of PMEL calibrations when the full-scale input pressure was

exceeded. Additional calibration techniques, such as those discussed in Refs.

4 and 5, are currently under investigation.

%, L
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Absolute amplitude scales may be applied to the strip chart records pro-

duced by the SMiR 104 playback unit by use of the internal plotter calibrator

which places _+ 1/8 and _1 1/2 full-scale calibration marks on the strip chart.

These calibration marks may be converted to pressure levels by consideration

of the amplifier gain and Validyne sensitivity. The plotting program on the

HP 9845A cnmputer converts digital counts into pressure levels in a simple

arithmetical expression using the amplifier gain and transducer sensitivity.

For field us of Vlidyne system, a sinall aluminum stand was built. A

Validyne transducer is shnwn mounted to the stand in Fig. 5. To provide some

ount ')f proteci-ir, i ie ele.ients for the Validyne and to lessen the

effects of tier-,al rit-t in the FC output level due to solar heating, a sheet

netal box, open on the nottom, was fabricated as a cover for the Validyne.

The box is shown installed on the stand in Fig. 6. The white paint on the box

aids considerably in reducing solar heating of the transducer.

12

............. .
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FIELD EXPERIENCE WITH THE SYSTEM

The Terra Technology Validyne System has been used on a number of field

tests with good results. Figure 7 shows the results from the first field test

of the Validynes compared with a record obtained from an SE151 system on the

same event. For this test and for all other tests discussed here, the low

gain card with the 70 Hz antialias filter was used in the DC302 recorders.

The SE151 system record was obtained by tapping the output of the SE151

amplifier system before it was fed into the SE151 strip chart recorder. This

output was fed into the input of the Terra Technology digital recorder. All

four records in Fig. 7 are plotted to the same scale. The sensitivity level

for the SE151 system in terms of volts/Pascal was determined by recordin, the

.30 percent calibration step sequence shortly before the shot time. The plots

in Fig. 7 were made by an HP9845A desk top minicomputer after data transfer

was accomplished by means of the SMR 104 playoack unit and RS232 interface.

At the time of this test, the precision needle valves had not been

installed on the Validyne transducers. For this test, the negative ports were

sealed up. To provide a bleed-off of the pressure from the negative chamber,

the small bleed screws on the transducers were opened one turn each. This

rather imprecise leakage adjustment was responsible for the differences in the

waveforms in Fig. 7. Peak-to-peak amplitudes are in fairly good agreement on

all four records.

Several laboratory tests have been performed with the Validynes set up

alongside the SE151 systems to determine the uniformity of response for the

two systems. Slamming the laboratory door and then opening it quickly pro-

duced a pressure input of several Pascals. As an example, one particular test

was performed in an attempt to resolve a discrepancy Oetwieen Validyne and

* SE151 measurements on a large shock tube test. The outputs of three SE151

*systems were fed into one digital recorder; outputs from the three Validyne

transducers were fed into a separate digital recorder. The sensitivity levels

" of the individual SE151 systems were again determined by recording the cal

pulses Shortly Oefore the test. The records from all six systems are Shown in

Fig. 2. All three Validynes are in exceillent agreei;ient; the Validynes are in

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... ..-.....-.-.... .-.......-. :...,............-...... ..-.-.. ,.;..-... -. .................... ,........ ..-...
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almost exact agreement with one SEI51 record, one other SE151 record is

slightly low, the third SE151 record is greater than a factor of 2 higher than

any of the other instruments.*

Figure 9 shows a comparison of three Validyne records versus a single SlL

SE151 digital record. These recordings were made at a range of approximately

6 km from a 500-lb bomb test conducted at McCormick Ranch. Again, good

agreement is seen between all three Validynes; however, the SE151 system,

Serial No. 12-05, is again seen to be indicating a slightly lower pressure

than the Validynes.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of a Validyne record and an SE151 record

from a range of 4.8 km from the HFC-2 HEST test at the ISST test site near

Yuma, Arizona. The SE151 and Validyne records are in excellent agreement

both with regard to amplitude and waveform shape.

Figure 11 is an illustration of the value of digital recording versus

- simple strip chart playback with respect to dynamic range. The records in

- Fig. 11 were obtained at a range of 14.5 km from the SS1-r test event fired at

"- the ISST test site. The analog record was plotted on the SMR 104 playback

strip chart plotter using maximum available plotter gain. The digital record

;" was plotted using the Hewlett Packard 9845A computer system. There is no

Sapparent signal visible on the analog strip chart record, while a clear signal!" is seen on the expanded digital plot. In this particular situation, the

instrument operator was not certain of the predicted overpressure range and

*- set the gain to its lowest possible value to err on the side of safety.

- Consequently, the actual overpressure was less than 0.8 percent of the full-

scale range. In spite of this extreme underrange condition, the large dynamic

range enabled a clear plot to be obtained.

Figure 11 also gives an illustration of the header intormation available

S-on the digital tapes and printed out on each plot by the 9845A system. This

information includes time marks and time identification as obtained from the

-. internal recorder clock, recorder serial numbers, gain settings on all three

cnannels and external time ilarks.

*Serial '4umbers 11-11 and n7 O: rad een borrowed from Mr Steve Uoerr of SNL
for thnis test, Number 12-)5 w/as one of tne AFWL leased units. Mr Doerr later

. r.et,;rrled ;tj,'ihrs 1!-11 3n 1.7-1)3 to SN!L for recalibration.

,: ~~~~........." .'.......'. udm.--.. .... l~l l ...........*********~*.. ***.... ..... ... . .
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'igital data lend themselves easily to analysis and processing in the fre-

quency domain. Figure 12 contains a simple illustration of this. The two

waveforms in Fig. 12 were obtained at ranges of 632 and 823 m on axis from the

5.8 m muzzle of the SNL Thunderpipe shot on 21 September 1984. The waveforms

appear identical except for amplitude. The second positive pressure pulse is

interpreted as coming from the distant end of the tube. Also shown in Fig. 12

*i are Fourier amplitude spectra computed for the two waveforms. As in the time

domain waveforms, the spectra are seen to be nearly identical except for

amplitude, and most of the energy appears to be concentrated in the 2 to 30 Hz

band.

Attempts at using the DCS3O2 automatic triggering system for airblast

recording have not been very successful to date. At relatively distant

recording stations where overpressures in the neighborhood of a few tens of

Pascals are expected, the auto trigger sensitivity must be set so that wind

gusts, as well as the actual event signal, will trigger the recorder. On a

.* windy day, the tape cassette may become filled with wind noise records before

* the actual event occurs. If the sensitivity is reduced in an effort to reduce

wind triggers, then the recorder may not trigger on the test event. For

recording stations where the expected overpressures are several hundred

Pascals, the trigger sensitivity may be set high enough so that wind noise is

not a factor. However, at these locations the period of the signal may be

shorter especially for smaller shots than the minimum available time window

- for the short term average causing its value to te lower than anticipated and

." again causing problems with recorder turn-on. For test events with signifi-

cant ground motions, a seismometer or accelerometer may be used to provide a

trigger signal to turn on the recorder. Two components of the seismometer may

either be connected to the two vacant channels on the same recorder to which

the Validyne is connected, or a separate recorder may be used to recora all

* three components of the seismometer. The recorder with the seismomneter may

then be used to control the Validyne recorder by means of the master slave

*input feature. This may be a workable arrangement, at least for test con-

figurations producing significant off-site ground motions, since it is often

desirable to make measurements of ground motion levels at the same locations

...... '*%~
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. where overpressure measurements are made. Ground motion signals from typical

_' high-explosive simulation tests are usually much longer in duration (many more

cycles are present) than airblast signals, especially at the larger ranges,

allowing the auto trigger option a chance to operate successfully.

"e

". .
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D ISCUSSION

The Terra Technology-Validyne Microbarograph System has been proven to

be a reliable alternative to the SE151 analog system. The Terra Technology-

Validyne System duplicates most of the functions of the SEI51 system, while

possessing significant advantages over the SE151 unit. The digital System is

iuch more portable, and the data are recorded reliably directly in igi'.al
format on magnetic tape. The magnetic tape format allows a variety of analy-
sis procedures, such as plotting in expanded scales, spectral analysis, etc.,

to be applied to the data.

In its present configuration, the digital system aos not put )ur I real

* time strip chart record as does the SE151. The SMR 104 playback system can be
hooked up directly to the DCS302 so that one channel may be plotted in real

time on the strip chart. It would not be practical, however, to have one

SMR 104 system for each DCS302 recorder. The DCS302 recorder does have a con-
nector from which the analog output of each channel may be tapped. This out-

put could easily be fed into an inexpensive minature battery-powered strip

chart recorder to provide real time strip chart records. It is felt that real

time strip chart records are not really necessary since the SMR 104 field
playback system allows strip chart records to be obtained from the tapes

within minutes of the event.

The present Validyne transducers do not allow for quite as large an

*- overall dynamic range as the SE151 system. The practical measurement limits

. of the present system are from a Pascal or so to 862 Pa, while that of the
. SE151 system is 0.1 to 4800 Pa. The range of the digital system could easily

ne extended to much higher levels oy either ordering the P3050 transducer with
* a nijner full-scale pressure level, or oy exchanging the existing diaphrayms

- in the P3050s to ones with higher pressure levels. Given the relatively low

cost of the P3050 transducer and accompanying precision needle valve (< $700),
it would probably be more practical to purchase several higher pressure P305n

units. Change-out of a low pressure transducer to a high pressure transducer

' for a particular recorder can be accomplished in a minute or two.

For extremely long ranges from fairly large simulation tests, it nay be

dlesirable to record overpressures of a few tenths of a Pascal. The P305fl noet

respond in this region and the internal noise levels of the P305D are equiva-

.- oo -ore than i be,,- hundredths of a PaScdl after bePng nassed tnrouh

17
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the recorder antialias filter. The manufacturer, however, does not juarantee

an accuracy greater than _+ 0.5 percent full-scale. If highly accurate

overpressure measurements are desired in this pressure regime, use of the

DP103 transducer (Fig. 13) might prove valuable. The DPI13 can be ontalned

- with full-scale pressure levels as low as 55 Pa. The DPI03 unit does not

- include the carrier-demodulator unit--this 4ould have to oe purchiased sepa-

rately. For extremely long range work, it would also be desiraole to ir.;: tiie

recorder sampling rate to 50 samples/second/channel witO the antialiis fil:er

set in the neighborhood of 15 to 20 Hz. If the one channel configura:lon .4E-e

used, a sampling rate of 150 Hz would apply allowing a nig ger freque c

response. Either arrangement would yield a total recor;11in tie per

of 30 min.

The current price of the complete AFWL digital micronarograph syst.- is

approximately $11,000 per unit. The cost of the one channel playback uni: is

approximately $6,500. The cost of both the recorders and playoack can vary

.. somewhat depending on the particular options desired. It is felt that the

* versatility and many advantages of the digital microbarograph system, coupled

with the relatively low cost per unit, make it a highly desirable system for

measurement of low level airblast signals.
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Figure 1. Front panel view of DCS302 digital recorder.

20
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Figure 2. View of DCS302 placed on top of its
protective case.
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LOW-COST, LOW-RANGE
WET-WET CAPABILITY

Features

- -*--is Ranges as low as ± 0.08 psi full
scale

9 Differential or absolute
a 11-32 Vdc input, 5 Vdc output
is Stainless steel pressure cavities

Description Speici1 iCationSIeONTNUEO)
The P305 conpines avaitable reluctance oresSure Pveeune Media: Fluids compatible with Type 410
transducer and carrie demodulator Mid a single oackage to starils steel and Inconel
provide ,a o d utput with operation' 'rom unregulated '.0 8 -igP0Dotr UA te opud

'32 Vd pu0t Powe' 0-Rns 36 ny UANole opud

The P3050 S a differential pressure transducer withavial
symmtrical pressure cavities of stainless ste Fluid Pressure Calfty 4 X 103 CUDIinch. symmetrical in

pressures act directly on a central diaphragm in a balanced Volume. P305D
variable reluctance design which eliminates the need lot Volumetic
internal isolation fluids The transducer diaphragm is Dopaosment: 3 X 1iD-cuic inchi FS

replceExe.itatin 10.8 to 32 Vdc a 3.7 mrA nominal
The P305A is an absolute pressure transducer with weld
sealed stainless stee pressure and reference vacuum Signal Outpu P30SA: 0-5 Vdc FS a 0.5 mA
cavities. As the P305A is an all welded unit, the diaphragm P3050: * 5 Vol: FS Q 0 5 rrA
is riot replaceable. Zero Balance: P3050/A. Less than 0.1 Vdc

Ze~o and :;,aa adjustments are available under thte cover. 4 Adjustable ± I Voc

0~pu Impedane: 100 Oihms in paralle, with 2 4 lpld

Specif ications Frequency Reeponse: 0-200 Hz flat ±t 1d to, lcrnc

Ranges: P3050: :t 0 08 to 3200 psid FS Output Noise S5 MV rmns
P3OSA. "..08 to 0-3200 psia FS Insulation Resistance: >1 0 Megohms. any terminal io case

Accuraicy. ± 0.5% FS. including linearity. kiputfOutput Isolation: Common inoutioutput eiturn
hysteresis, and repeatability Opaiefling Tamp.

Overpre.sue P3051): 200% FS up to 4000 psi Range: - 65' to + 250'F
maximum, with lests than Compensated Temp.0.5% zero shirtll. o+ 6*

POOSA: 20 psle, or 200% FSRae:0 +1 F
whichever is greater. up to Temperature, Error Q% FS tl001F
4000 psi maximum. with
less than 0.5% zero shift pressure Pots: P3050:18-27 NPT Fermaie

Line Pressure: 3200 csig maxirmum. with zero P0A51-4uF2

(P3060) shiftlless than 1./% FS oo00 psi Electrical Conneclor~ Bendix PTO2A-iO-6 or eaua.
Mate PTO)6A-10-6S not turnismad

Weight: 16 oz. (0.45 k1g.)

Figure 3. Illustration and performance specifications of the
Validyne P305D transducer.
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OUTLINE OIMENS1ONSl

NEGATIVE PRESSURE PORT I- I 14.27 NPTF

- 43 5 A II EXCITATION IIC 8-32 VOC)

T- r.NCR 9 SIGNAL OUTPUT

'7WIRING CSIGNAL RETURN

1 262 
0 EXCITATION RETURN

S4D NO CONNECTIONP

156 IA MTO HOLE 4 PLCS

PRESSURE PFRT FOR t30SA I ABSOLUTE MODEL 15116 2AUNF 29

-CONNJECTOR PTO2A. 10OOP
POSITIVE PRESSURE PORT 1I Ia ANOIX OI EOUIV I

l/1&27 NPrF%

, ___ "_i, RANGE

/ E SCREW Is DASH PSID/A IN HG IN HO TORR
2- PUZ (O MITTEDo ON P3DS) NO.III

THI TAS OIMENSION VARIES WIT PRESSURE RANGE.
.6 .6 2.22 4.14

L& .125 .25 3.5 6.5
22 .20 .41 5.5 10.3
24 .32 .65 89 16.5
26 AD0 1.02 .0 25.6Pressure Range Chart 28 so 6 222 414

The Pressure Range Chart is tabulated to show the incremental range 30 125 25 350 650
" coverage of each transducer diaphragm used in the P305 from the 32 2.0 4 1 550 103."34 3 2 .6 5 90 165

minimum range (-20 at 0.08 psi) tO the maximum (-64 at 3200 psi) 36 32 12 10 258

available for the model. As suggested by the chart, each diaphragm has a 3.0 16.0 222 414
. range of full scale values over which it can be calibrated - nominally 65% 40 12.5 2WD . 350 650

to 100% of the maximum range shown. For example, a -40 diaphragm 4 2 410 50 1030
Installed in the P305 may be calibrated for full scale pressures of from 8.0 46 50 102 14 250
psi to 12.5 psi When calibrated within these limits, the unit will meet all 48 80 160 2220 4140

. performance and environmental specifications for the model. The chart 5o 125 250 3500 6500
" can be used to select both transducers and, for the P3050, replacement 52 200 410 5500 10300
• diaphragms If for example, the desired measurement range is between 320 0250 4000 25800

two of the ranges listdd. select the dash number corresponding to the 5 600 1600 22200 41400
higner range (e.g.. for a 200 Torr measurement, the -36 transducer or 60 1250 2500 35000 65000
diaphragm would be selected, etc.). 62 2000 4100 55000 103000

64 3200 600 6000 165000

Figure 4. Line drawing of P305D transducer and chart showing available
pressure ranges.
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Figure 5. View of Validyne transducer attached to
stand for field use.
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VALIDYNE CHI-301

VALIDYNE CH-3-302
-4

I 5 SECONDS

Figure 7. Comparison of Validyne and SE151 records for the CID field tests.
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Figure 8. Comparison of 3 Validyne records and 3 SE151
records for the "slammuiing door" pressure test.
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VALIDYNE 65

VALI DYNE 66

CL
0

VALIDYNE 67

SE 151

I SECOND

Figure 9. Comparison of 3 Validyne records and
an SE151 record at a range of approx-
imately 6 km from the CHEBS 9 bomb test.
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VALIDYNE

SE 15

2 SECONDS

Figure 10. Comparison of Validyne and SE151 records at a range of 4.8 km
from the HFC-2 test in the ISST test series.
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Uft~owRange
0 a ~Full Scale APas Low as ±0.008 PSI

* High brie Pressure Capabity

* Equal Pressure IrIse Volumes
* Low Acceleraton Sensitvity
* Field Interchangeable Sensing

DscritionSancsfscR tioe:

fTseDP0 insn t dened us eedingl los measureentl Sery lopramSleto
flr-e - ~ g lcains whenucpeure -cy ie ChaZeron reshi d
required unor rynugh reposlenAlsonusedta very ns leekF
dei i leao ra ne ontad.05pi t056c ,) yseei:01 pressure excursecoioystms
Whsa-wrent iscfor aenvog useoinftoese laws of veylw Oepressure: 100% FS lessthlatan 1%1r

meecioan prse r aul hefegho syeems s PSI fo -28i Sad exaione
a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Lh ess 100 pad, wa o eto h aha n 0RtdIetta: 5v lss tkhanIzr

recalabration the instrumnt my Wtiaue to be used. tVed Uxcifehon Umitw 3OVrmns , 3kHz 1 to 20 kHz
an conlunfon warn a Valadyne Carrer Ournodasor. a t±10 with 20 mit coals
volt DC outpait may be obtined for a pressure of ±0.008 wahll": 20rnVtV lor fult scale, nominal
ped The transducer may be located 1000 fels or more Prsetis Sadie: Corrosive liquds & gass
from the electronc with no problm compatible With 41055.

anconal. and Suns N 0'rings.
(Optioral 0 ring seal
compounds available)Optional Features Tsnaperaturte: Operating -650 F to 2500F

Copnae:0F to1600F
katiIte Oscrpilan Thanuall Zeno tSf: 001% FS/*F Typical
DP1O3.549 Vitlon o-ings Thermael Sevithrlty Shiff: 0 osWOF Typical
DP103-1077 Silicon o-nings Pressure Cavity Volmeai: 35011 cubic inches ( 57 cc)
DPI03* 1246 Non-standard cable length Valutuetric Dimlaptcerit: 3 S00O1 cubic inches (057 cc)

(specify lengt of cable on order) Pressure Caninectlma: 1/s .27 NPTF. Adaptor Fittings
DPIO3-1295 With vertical mounting bracket for 3/16 1.0, hose furniished

Elcal Connaecien: Bendix PTO6A.10-ES(SR)
or equivalent"

Size: 1'/."x4"x4/COrdering Information Weight:39o(11Kg

Specfy: DPI03 - XX - XXX Reiplacemfenit Dtephrsgmrs:Order P/NS8. XX
Diaphragm Dash Number trom

Oon n Range Chat on reverse sioe

from Chart on reverse aide A0~C in.kM the OW r ofnM MV

Figure 13. Illustration and performance specifications for the
DP103 ultra low range pressure transducer.
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TABLE 1. PMEL CALIBRATION RESULTS, OCTOBER 1983.
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TABLE 2. PMEL CALIBRATION RESULTS, NOVEMBER 1984.
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APPENDIX A

THEORY AND OPERATION OF VARIABLE-RELUCTANCE TRANSDUCERS*

*Validyne Engineering Corporation, 8626 Wilbur Avenue, Northridge,
CA 91324.
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•U .- N E THEORY AND OPERATION OF VARIABLE-RELUCTANCE TRANSDUCERS

TRANSDUCERS

Diaphragm-type pressure transducer designs are based on the magnetic-reluctance prin-
ciple and offer a number of advantages in pressure measurement and control. These include:

1. Excellent dynamic response characteristics with liquid as well as gas systems due to
high natural frequency, low volumetric displacement and low internal volume.

2. Ability to accept corrosive liquids and gases on both sides for differential pressure
measurement without isolation of a pickoff mechanism.

3. Extreme overload tolerance-operator proof.

4. Ability to withstand severe shock and vibration.

5. High level output.

6. High noise immunity.
In a pressure transducer, shown in simplified form in Figure 1, a diaphragm of mag-

netically permeable stainless steel is clamped between two blocks, and deflects when the
pressure difference is applied through the ports illustrated. An E core and coil assembly is
embedded in each block with a small gap between the diaphragm and the E core, in a
symmetrical arrangement, resulting in a condition of equal inductance with the diaphragm
in an undeflected position. The diaphragm deflection results in an increase in gap in the
magnetic flux path of one core and an equal decrease in the other. The magnetic reluctance
varies with the gap, determining the inductance value, so that the effect of the diaphragm
motion is a change in inductance of the two coils, one increasing and the other decreasing.

FIGURE 1.0

When the coils are connected in a bridge circuit and are excited by an AC carrier voltage,
this output voltage will vary proportionally to the differential pressure applied across the

j diaphragm. If this output is then applied to the carrier demodulator of Figure 2, the AC

• output voltage of the transducer may be amplified and rectified (demodulated) to a DC
• " output voltage which is pruportionai to the pressure applied to the transducer,

:.MM WIL.BUR AVENUE •NORTHfllOGE. CALIFORNIA 911324 •(2131 88.6488 •TELEX 65-1303
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yAlidyN E THEORY AND OPERATION OF VARIABLE-RELUCTANCE TRANSDUCERS

CARRIER DEMODULATOR FUNCTION
The carrier oscillator is a low distortion Wien Bridge-type, with a differential amplifier

level sensor. A field effect transistor, used as a voltage-controlled resistor, balances the
bridge. Both oscillator frequency and amplitude are regulated by a stable, temperature-com-
pensated zener diode. The oscillator supplies 5.0 V rms at 3 or 5 kHz sine wave to the
transducer from the center tapped secondary of a transformer. Grounding the center tap
completes the transducer bridge circuit and produces an output which is amplitude propor-
tional to transducer unbalance and sense dependent in the unbalance direction. This AC
output is fed to the input of the amplifier/demodulator.

AMPLI FIER/DEMODULATOR
The output& from the transducer, the ZERO control, and the auxiliary balance pin, are

summed into the SPAN potentiometer. The pot wiper feeds the AC amplifier which drives
the demodulator stage. The output stage utilizes an active filter to control the carrier ripple
on the carrier demodulator output."- C1

C c ZERO

TRAINSDUCER

1. SIGNAL PATH FEEDBACK

NETWORK

1FF
AMP

" FIGURE 2.0 SIMPLIFIED CARRIER DEMODULATOR

, More elaborate systems utilizing full-wave demodulation and carrier amplification are used
in many applications to achieve greater output. Carrier demodulators of the CD Series

,. (described in this catalog) are typical. With the solid state circuitry used, these systems are
' ' sufficiently small and rugged.

. s~WIt.eUA AVENUE * NORqThRIOGE. CALIFORNiA 01324 * (213) 8NS-646 * TELEX ee-1303
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APPENDIX B

MODEL P305 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS*

* *Validy-ne Engineering Corporation, 8626 Wilbur Avenue, Northridge,
* CA 91324.
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Model P305
Operating Instructions

I. INTRODUCTION Mounting. The P30SA/D offers an integral plate with four

The P305A/0 Pressure Transducers are a combination of a holes for mounting on a flat surface. (See Figure 1 for details)
"rugged Pad reble varalesdeuctsance pre r c n or The P305D. with two 1/8-27 NPT female pipe ports. can beSrugged and reliable vriable reluctance pressure sensor mounted by rigid pipe connections the P305A. or the P3050

combined with a solid state carrier demodulator electronics wit byt ig op o nnection. th ruling rte P305 e

package to yield a dc-dc transducer capable of operation from with fining adaptors tar use with tubing systems. Should be

an unregulated 10.8 to 32 Vdc power supply and providing a 5 mounted using the integral plate to prevent strains on thetubing

Vdc analog output signal proportional to the applied pressure. connections. When the integral mounting plate is used, the
The P305D is used for differential and gage pressure surface on which it is to be mounted should be flat so as not to

measurements and features symmetrical pressure cavities th induce strain into the transducer body. On low range units such
only corrosion resistant materials and O-ring cavity seals in strains can cause small zero shifts which can be accentuated by
contact with the pressure media in both pons. The P305D temperature changes.

sensor may be disassembled in the field for cleaning and for Where practicable the transducer should be mounted with

diaphragm replacement the plane of the diaphragm vertical (the plane of tne diaphragm
The P305A is used for absolute pressure measurements and is parallel to the mounting surface). This has two advantages it

features all-welded stainless steel construction results in zero gravitational deflection of the diaphragm (this is
feaotures all-weled sta s s .cnstrun adjusmentse noticeable in low range units, and particularly so with liquid-
In both the P305D and P305A. internal adjustments are filled units), and it allows any din particles to fall to the outer

provided for Zero and output Span. edge of the pressure cavity where they will be least likely to

"II. UNPACKING interfere with diaphragm motion.Internal cleanliness will also be enhanced if the transducer is
Transducers are shipped with plastic caps, plugsor adhesive mounted above the point of measurement in order to minimize

stickers over the pressure ports to prevent din from entering the din entrapment or the accumulation of condensate.
pressure cavities. It is recommended that the covers be left on Finally. be sure to provide for access to the electrical
the ports until ready to make pressure connections On very low connector and bleed ports.
range units the port covers may have a small hole in them-- this Plumbing. The transducer plumbing should allow transducer
is intentionally done to eliminate internal pressures caused by remln Te tan plub ing sh ow d
installing the cover, removal and re-installation without necesstating shutdOwn of

When unpacking, be sure to check the shipping carton the pressure system. It the transducer is used for gage pressure
thoroughly for any accessory items-pressure fillingadaptors. measurement where one Port is left open to the atmosphere, a
mating connctors. etc.-that may have been ordered. When simple shutoff valve can be installed in the line to thereplacement diaphragms are ordered for the P3050. a spline transducer. The open (reference) port should be covered by a
wrench used to remove the transducer body bolts will be porous filter to prevent access of din and dust A plastic cap
enclosed. A pressure fitting adaptor with O-ring seal is provided with a small hole could be used. for example Use of non-porous
with each P305A. plugs is not recommended- the relatively small volume of air

trapped in the reference cavity will both act to severely damp
III. INSTALLATION transducer response and substantially increase temperature

e -i error.
Proper installtion of a transducer is important but not A differential pressure transducer used for measuring the

difficult. This section covers a few guidelines regarding pressure drop across an orifice or filter requires more extensive
mounting, pressure connections, plumbing, liquid-filling (or valving not only to place it into operation but also to remove it
"bleeding") and electrical connections which, when observed, without overpressure damage. In this cse a valve arrangement
will go a long way toward assuring the success of the as shown in Figure 2 should be used.
measurement
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output connections are as shown on Figure 1
AP 0 The internal circuitry is electrically isolated from the transducer

case. If desired, the cable shield can be connected to the
BYPASS VALVE transducer case through the connector shell However, if the

transducer is grounded through its mounting or through the
pressure connections, the cable shield should be left floating at

DRAIN VALVE the transducer end to eliminate noise from ground currents
Circulating through the cable shield

SHUTOFF VALVE SHUTOFF VALVE

IV. CALIBRATION
AP As supplied from the factory, the P3OSA/D transducers have

SOURCE been calibrated for the full scale pressure and output voltage
levels specified on the purchase order (full scale output will be 5

FIGURE 2. Typlcal Valve Anangemeft for %P Use Vdc if not otherwise specified). If desired, the P305 can be
adlusted for other pressure/voltage relationships, using internal

To pressurize the transducer, the drain valve is closed and the Zero and Span adjustments provided in the electronics module

bypass valve opened. Then both shutoff valves are opened to To determine the range of full scale pressures a given

apply line pressure equally to both sides of the transducer. transducer may be calibrated to without diaphragm

Finally, the bypass valve is closed. To remove the transducer, replacement. see the Pressure Range Chart. Section VI

the bypass valve is opened, the shutoff valves closed and the EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
drain valve opened. Valve manifolds for this purpose are DC Power Supply
commercially available from valve and fitting suppliers. DC Po er ple

Preseur Connection& Pressure connections to the P305D Digital Voltmeter. 0 to 10.00 Vdc Scale

are made via 1/8-27 NPT female pipe ports in each cavity. Calibrated Pressure Source

Before making connections to the transducer, be sure the PROCEDURE
connecting pipe or fitting is free of loose internal scale, and A. Connect the P305 to a calibrated pressure source
check the threads for cleanliness or damage. If torn or nicked, commensurate with the transducer range. For the P305A. use a
clean up the thread with a die or chaser. Then wrap the tapered vacuum pump for zero Psia input and full scae ranges less than
thread with two layers of /" wide Teflon pipe thread tape atmospheric pressure.
(available at most plumbing supply stores), stretching it lightly
as it's wrapped so that it conforms to the threads. Wrap in the S. Remove the P305 electronics cover for access lo
direction of the thread, as if screwing on a fitting. The Teflon adlustments.
acts as both a thread lubricant and sealant, minimizes thread C. Connect the DC power supply to terminals A (-(and DI-) of
galling and makes disassembly easier. the P305 connector. Set the supply voltage to the voltage to be

When attaching the pipe or fitting, screw if in with a small used at the installation; this can be any value between 10.8 Vdc
wrench until it is snug; then, give it another one-half turn If the and 32 Vdc.
treads are not properly prepared and/or excessive torque is D. Connect the DVM to terminals B ( ) and C (-) of the P305
applied to the tapered thread, the case material around the connector.
pressure port can crack from the high tensile stress created. E. Apply zero pressure to the transducer, and adlust

The 5/16-24 port in the P305A requires a mating fitting potentiometer Z for a DVM reading of 0- 01 Vdc (For.the
adaptor with an 0-ring to make a leak-freq connection. The standard P305. this can be set atany value between ± 1 Vdc ) For
standard P305A is supplied with a 5/16-24 to 118-27 NPT male the P305-1581 (2.5 Vdc output atzero pressure). adlust output to
itting adaptor, with 0-ring. for this purpose. 2.50 ±0.01 Vdc.

Liquid-FilIng (BIeedlng"). The P3050 is provided with a F. Apply full scale pressure to the transducer and adjust
bled port for each pressure cavityto facilitatecleaning or liquid potentiometer S for a DVM reading of 500 ±0.01 Vdc. For the
filling of the cavities The bleed port is sealed with a set screw standard P305. this can be set at any voltage between 3 and 5 5
machined to carry a glass-filfed Teflon gasket at its inner end. Vdc. For the P306-1581. adlust output to 5.00 ±0 01 Vdc
The gasket provides the sealing action. For static pressure 0 Re
measurements it is generally unnecessary to fill the pressure . peat steps E and F until interaction between adlustments
eavity with the liquid media as any trapped air or gas will is eliminated.
transmit the pressure to the sensing diaphragm However, when NOTE- The potentiometer marked "C-. adjacent to the Zero (Z)
good response to dynamic pressure changes or oscillations in and Span (S) potentiometers in the electronics modules is used
Iliquid-filled systems is important, the pressure cavities and for factory adjustments during temperature compensation
tlnsducer connections should be free of gas. Otherwise the operations. Under normal conditions ot should not be necessary
trapped gas acts as a pneumatic damper and can senously to readjust this potentiometer in the field For critical
decrease the frequency response of the measuring system measurements involving widely fluctuating ambient

To remove entrapped gases, loosen the bleed screw one or temperatures. it may be necessary to recompensate the unit
twoturns with a5/64" hex wrench. with system pressureON (it following disassembly If so. contact the Application
is recommended that the bleed screw not be fully removed as Engineering group at Validyne for detailed instructions based
Oie bleed screw gasket could be lost. making an effective seal on the span of temperatures to be encountered and pressure
impossible ) After the trapped gas has been expelled and range of the transducer
bubble-free liquid begins to flow out the vent hole. tighten the
bleed screw to seal the cavity Note that the bleed port vent hole V. SENSOR DISASSEMBLY & DIAPHRAGM

.0r the negative pressure cavity is covered by the base R
(mounting) plate with the transducer normally mounted If it is EPLACEMENT (P300)
necessary to liquid-fill this cavity, it is suggested that the two The P305D uses a Model DP1S Differential Pressure
screws used to secure the transducer to the base plate be Transducer as the pressure sensor This unit may be
removed to provide sufficient clearance for the expelled media disassembled for cleaning or diaphragm replacement as
o exit the vent during the bleed operation described below The P305A is an all-welded assembly and

ElectrIcal Connections. The standard P305 uses a PTO2A-10- therefore cannot be disassembled Figure 3 is an exploded

d,' W P Bendix. or equivalent) 6-pin electrical connector Input and view of the P3050 sensor assembly.
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Olsassembly. To disassemble the transducei first remove the disconnected, its s1uggested that. bWefore resoldering the leads
two screws that secure the transducer to the mounting base to the transducer terminals. temporary connections be made
su10-32 x '.'" tlat Phillips head screws) The leads connecting using clip leads to permit a quick functional Check of tre
the transducer and electronics package are approximately 2- electronics/transducer combination (see wiring diagram.
3- long. which should be sufficient to permit disassembly. Figure 3).
routine cleaning, diaphragm replacement and reassembly Ioeally. a check to ensure that the unit can easily be zeroed

* without unsoldering the leads It N I neceesary to unsolder the and adjusted to approximately S Vdc output at the required full
lead exercie care In e pihe he and/or heen tme ftoa scale pressure should be made If not practical, at least check
minmum- the terminals to which the leads are attached are ability to zero. If problems ae encountered, see the
tubular feedthru s, inside of which are solOeed extremely fine Troubleshooting Guide. Section VII.
coil termination wires. Excessive heat can result in toss of one or Next. resolder leads to transducer. as shown in Figure 3 Again.
more of these wira and an open coil circuit. be mie to kimp soI I lmppehabu and time to a minimum.

Next, remove the four transducer body bolts (two per side) cenelta wM good soldw"I reie. Once reconnected an
with a spline wrench (Bristol number S-183. or equivalent) effective continuity check can be performed by applying power
Carefully separate the case halves and remove the diaphragm. to the unit and adjusting the Z control to verily ability to zero the
Thoroughly clean the case halves. O-rings and diaphragm with transducer Finally. reassemble the transducer to the mounting
a low residue solvent. such as Freon or alcohol, making sure no base
particles of foreign matter are left inside to interfere with the Calibration ALter Sensor Disassembly. Following
diaphragm motion (clearance between the diaphragm and the disassembly of the pressure sensor, whether for cleaning or
case is only 005" at ti'. center). or in the O-ring grooves. diaphragm replacement. recaibralion is required Recalibrate

as described in Section IV,

VI. PRESSURE RANGE/DIAPHRAGM
SELECTION CHART

OAa,
DASH4 PSI 0 "a INO mo PA &m MG cm 14o

G LAC KO

GREEN

pOSITIvE HALF 
32 6 9O-.-- G2EEN

WHI TE

FIGURE 3. P30SD Sensor Assembly/Transducer Wiring

DIaphragm Selection. It a damaged diaphragm is to be
replaced, or if a different range diaphragm is desired the 20 4'0 50 IQ 030 400
Pressure Range Selection Chart. Section VI, describes the 32 650 m 220 160 220
available ranges and provides instructions on how to select the so 102 400 30 25W 350
appropriate diaphragm for a specific measurement need.

0-Rng Replacement The cavity seal O-rings supplied in the
standard P3050 are BUNA-N (Parker Seal compound N674-70.
or equal), size 2-024. Replacement BUNA-N O-rings or O-rngs
of different compounds may be obtained from local suppliers or S o 5500 4 4000

from Validyne A listing of available compounds, part numbers 62 200011) 14M 103000 140D00
and poces are shown in the current Validyne Price List. NOTE: 64 320 22000 ISSOO 2?W0
Teflon or FEP Thermallon compounds generally should not be To 1en phrogms, specify
used with diaphragms below a 3-32 (2.0 psi) range as their
relative hardness may induce stresses in the diaphragm Moel Code and SDo Oas" No
resulting in zero instability. 3 -20 hru -64

Remasembly. To reassemble, place the O-rings in the grooves
in each half and the diaphragm between the case halves With
corrugated diaphragms, the corrugations are usually faced HOW TO USE THE PRESSURE RANGE CHART
toward the negative case half. Be sure the bolt holes in the First. enter the chart by selecting the appropriate engineering
diaphragm are carefully aligned with the holes in the case units desired (PSI. mmHg, etc.) Move down this column until
halves Replace body bolts on one side of the transducer, the desired full scale pressure range is located. Then. select the
tightening the bolts until just snug. Inspect the other bolt holes diaphragm dash number that corresponds tO the desired
for alignment of the diaphragm holes with the case halves pressure range (number located in far left column) Should the
Replace the last body bolts and tighten all DOlts to the torque pressure range Desired fall between the ranges listed use the
value given below If a torque wrench is not available, tighten Diaphragm dash number for the next higher range Example to
the bolts as much as possible with a spline wrench It is very obtain a 100 PSI transducer, select a -50 diaphragm This
important that the threads on the body bolts do not catch on the transducer may then be calibrated for any full scale pressure
holes in the diaphragm. and that the O-rings have been sealed range from 8t through 125 PSI Should the pressure range
in their grooves. Either may cause the transducer zero to shift desired fall on a range listed, then use the diaphragm dash
out of tolerance number in the left most column Example to obtain a 650 mmlg

The final bolt torque for the P3060 sensor should be 125-130 transducer. select a -40 diaphragm This transducer. may then
inch pounds The recommended sequence of bolt tightening is be calibrated for any full scale pressure range from 415 to 650
to snug one side and then the other until the 0-rings are mmHg. When this pressure range chart is so used. the
comcressed. then final torque eacn side in turn transducer will meet all of the performance specifications for
If the ;eads between the transducer and electronics have been the model
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VII. TROUBLESHOOTING Flush the cavity by holding the transducer so that the Solvent
can flow out the pressure port Repeat until the solvent comes

In general the three most prevalent sources of transducer out clean Then check the transducer calibration before
"problems are particulate contamination inside one or both Of reinstalling If the contamination consists of hardened material
the pressure cavities. over-pressure and improper assembly of if will be necessary to disassemble the transducer for cleaning
the sensor after diaphragm replacement or cleaning operations (see section V)

Conttamination. To help envision the kinds of problems Overpressure. In general. the 200% overpressure rating for
possible from dirt particles in the pressure cavities, recall that Validyne Variable Reluctance Pressure Transducers is aute
the sensing diaphragm is essentially a flat plate Symmetrically conservative In many cases. the lower the rated range the
placed between two case halves with a nominal clearance. at higher the actual overpressure (as a percentage of full scae
null. of 0005" between the diaphragm and each case halt hie toheacall deraue (a dapercageD:iaphragm deflection for full scale pressure differential is requiredI to phlysically damage the diaphragm
Dapragimtefyection 0 f001 r De g o prticle iferittca is A first indication of possible overpressure is a fairly large zero
approximately 0.0013" Depending on parcle size. i can be shift A shift of up to 15 to 20 percent of full scale does not
seen that particulate contamination can restrict full diaphragm necessarily mean that the diaphragm is useless Rezero the
deflection and/or can prevent the diaphragm from returning to a transducer and check the calibration as outlined in Section IV
null position when the differential pressure is removed A substantial zero shift. e.g greater than 50% of full scale.

Another contamination phenomenon that can affect very low may indicate that the diaphragm has been seriously distorted
range units involves the presence of small quantities of liquid and must be replaced. As a first diagnostic step to determine the
trapped between the diaphragm near its center, and one case usefulness of the diaphragm after a substantial overpressure,
half Due to the surface tension of the liquid, the force required the transducer body bolts should be loosened and retorqued to
to inilially deflect the diaphragm is increased over that required the limits given in Section V This permits the diaphragm to fully
for a dry cavity, resulting in an apparent dead-band or severe return to an unstressed null position A calibration test is then
non-inearlty near zero performed, looking particularly at zero stability (repeatability).

Fortunately. contamination problems are easily resolved linearity, full scale output and. if necessary. plus to minus full
Liquid contaminants can often be removed by baking the scale symmetry.
transducer with the pressure ports open (be sure temperature is In the Trouble Shooting Guide that follows are a listing of
well within the 2501F operating temperature rating) For several catagories of observed problems. possible causes and
particulate contamination, first try cleaning the cavities by solutions Obviously it is not practical to cover all possible
infecting Freon or some other low residue solvent into the Situations, If a problem persists call Validynes Application
cavity To do this, remove the pressure fittings, if any. and the
bleed screw DO NOT LOSE THE SMALL TEFLON GASKET Engineering group for assistance (it's toll-free except in

ON THE INNER END OF THE BLEED SCREW. California. Alaska and Hawaii)

TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION
ZERO BALANCE OUT OF SPEC I Warped of damaged d1PirSMli Reverse diaphragmgi if Sli out l spec

with opposite Sign. repliace Oiaphrage

2 Co iainated pressure clity Ciean A resSimble
3 Body poils impropwity iorqued Loosen & reiore iS Follow lequence

torque levels in Section V
OUTPUT NOT IN SPECIFICATION 1 Oieprtagm range incorrect Check diapiiragm by dash number

Required range shoulld be betwe~en So &
100% of tabulated value

2 Body boils improperly torqued Reiorque in sequence to levels
filke Ietim l' Sectionl V

3 Obsiruction in eon or pressure canily Clean transducer halves & diaoigram
clear par ts

NON-LINEAR RESPONSE I Over-ranging diapihragn Check diaphragm dash number .,th chart
OR EXCESSIVE HYSTERESIS 2 Obslruciiin pressure canlvy Clean and reassemibe

3 Body boils not iorqued correctly Retorque in sequence to levels in Section V
4 Swoiuen or torn O-rings Check lor compatiility with pressure

me.d replace as requid
EXCESSIVE OR ERRATIC I Less in system Recheck ll fliltings
ZERO SHIFT UNOER LINE 2 LooSe body polls Retoroue per ievei & sequence
PRESSURE inslrucions of Seciion V

3 Olanagad diaphragm Repice as necessary

4 Missing or damaged O-tinigs Replace as necessary
5 LOOe bieed Screw Checn 1ped screws art tight
6 Impropaxty bled pressure caniiy Bleed preSSur Caivites to reiliOve

entrapped air
7 Missing bieed scieL gasketll) Repiace plied screw gasketisl

IN• WILBUR AVENUE
," U i .NORTHRIDGE. CALIFORNIA * 91324

A id(213) 566-2017 a TELEX 61303
," TOLL FREE 666-423-SlSt

,e OmiO w lExcIuding Alaska, Califotnia & Hawaiii
VEC-OIP305-11/81 Litho in U S A
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